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2/ Putin reveals here that Russia has $166 Billion dollars directly invested in

Cyprus.This dosn't include the $148 Billion that flowed back to Russia, nice & washed

of course. Cyprus is Russia's gateway to EU money markets 
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3/ April 26th again, Vlad meets Aung San Suu Kyi, and it's all about China's Belt &

Road. How's that massacre of muslims in Myanmar going Aung San? Just joking,

Vlad didn't talk about human rights  
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4/ Putin sure does love hangin with dictators. Here he is with Egypt's Sisi, April 26th.

Again it's all about Belt and Road. Oh, also Sisi has helped Vlad set up a new yearly

summit in October, the Russia/Africa Summit 
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5/ Here's Putin with the President of Serbia at the same Belt & Road conference in

Beijing, April 26th. Vucic seems happy with military equipment sales from Uncle

Vlad. What was that about Kosovo? 
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6/ Oh here's Ivanka's Uncle Aliyev, President of Azerbaijan. Putin seems particularly

happy to see him. Wonder if its got something to do with Baku & Iran? 
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7/ Yep, Putin has arranged a summit in August between himself, Azerbaijan & Iran,

probably to discuss long term plans on how to avoid the sanctions regime. Didn't y'all

know Azerbaijani's were Iran's smugglers for goods in & out of Iran? 
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8/ Here's Vlad's daddy, Xi Jinping. He calls Xi here "my dear friend". China has

helped keep Russia afloat economically. Note below that trade & investment was

$108 Billion. Compare that to the previous tweet on Cyprus ,$166 Billion 
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9/ April 25th , Kim Jong Un & Putin cracked open the champagne and drank merrily.

And why not? For the last year they have given Trump a geopolitical wedgie. Rocket

Man gonna keep those rockets 
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10/ Vlad with President of Estonia, 19th of April. Notice the difference? While

#DerangedDonald is abusing Europe & their leaders on Twitter, Vlad is meeting with

them & looking all statesmanlike 
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11/ With the President of Iceland, 11th of April  
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12/ Vlad with the Prime Minister of Sweden 10th of April. #DerangedDonald plays

golf, instead of doing his job for America. Putin may be an asshole, but he works

hard, I'll give him that  
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13/ And here he is with the Prime Minister of Norway. That's Scandinavia covered by

Vova !! 
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14/ Remember how John Bolton, Trump & the rest of the MAGAt crew are always

trying to stick it to the United Nations? Guess what? Russia & China are getting very

involved in the UN, sitting on all kinds of committees, gaining influence 
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15/ Shock, horror!! Vlad is putting the time in to meet more United Nations officials.

Putting this kind of time & diplomacy in is how one achieves national goals &

objectives. Bolton would rather burn the UN 
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16/ Vlad even makes time to meet our treasonous businessmen from the West. In this

case it was Glencore's Ivan Glasenberg on March 20th 2019. Hi Carter Page!!! 
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